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Metamaterials are artificial structures which have recently enabled the realization of novel electromagnetic components with
engineered and even unnatural functionalities. Existing metamaterials are specifically designed for a single application working
under preset conditions (e.g. electromagnetic cloaking for a fixed angle of incidence) and cannot be reused. Software-Defined
Metamaterials (SDMs) are a much sought-after paradigm shift, exhibiting electromagnetic properties that can be reconfigured at
runtime using a set of software primitives. To enable this new technology, SDMs require the integration of a network of controllers
within the structure of the metamaterial, where each controller interacts locally and communicates globally to obtain the programmed
behavior. The design approach for such controllers and the interconnection network, however, remains unclear due to the unique
combination of constraints and requirements of the scenario. To bridge this gap, this paper aims to provide a context analysis from
the computation and communication perspectives. Then, analogies are drawn between the SDM scenario and other applications
both at the micro and nano scales, identifying possible candidates for the implementation of the controllers and the intra-SDM
network. Finally, the main challenges of SDMs related to computing and communications are outlined.
Index Terms—Metamaterials; Software-Defined Metamaterials; Manycores; Approximate Computing; Network-on-Chip; Nanonet-
works
I. INTRODUCTION
METAMATERIALS have recently enabled the realizationof a wealth of novel electromagnetic (EM) and optical
components with engineered functionalities [1]. These include
EM invisibility of objects (cloaking), total radiation absorp-
tion, filtering and steering of light and sound, as well as ultra-
efficient, miniaturized antennas for sensors and implantable
communication devices [2], [3]. These applications are pos-
sible due to the unnatural physical properties of the meta-
materials, which stem from their unique structure generally
composed of a pattern of conductive material repeated over a
3D volume. If the pattern is replicated over a 2D surface, we
obtain a metasurface instead [4], [5].
Despite its outstanding properties, the adoption of meta-
materials and metasurfaces is currently limited due to their
non-adaptivity and non-reusability. These properties restrict
their applicability to a single functionality per structure (e.g.
steering light towards a fixed direction) and to static structures
only. Moreover, designing a metamaterial remains a task for
specialized researchers, limiting their accessibility from the
broad engineering field.
Achieving reconfigurability in metamaterials has been a
topic under intense research over the past decade [6]. On the
one hand, since the metamaterial properties mostly depend on
its conductive pattern, first proposals tried to modulate it using
tunable devices or mechanical parts [7]. On the other hand,
more advanced techniques rely on the use of phase-change
media, graphene, or liquid crystals [8]. The main downturn
of these techniques is that the reconfigurability boils down
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to the tunability of a given static property as there is no
actual programmatic control over the functionality. Thus, the
accessibility issues are not solved either.
Recently, Liaskos et al. proposed the concept of SDMs, a
hardware platform that can host metamaterial functionalities
described in software [9]. The main idea is to integrate a
network of miniaturized controllers within the metamaterial
structure. The controllers receive programmatic directives and
perform simple alterations on the metasurface structure, ad-
justing its EM behavior globally, locally, upon request or
depending on the environment. In the specific example of
Figure 1, the controllers activate or deactivate their associated
switch to determine the metamaterial pattern. The required
functionality is described in well-defined, reusable software
modules, which are disseminated to the controllers from an
external interface also shown in Figure 1. This has several
advantages. First, the SDM can host multiple functionalities
concurrently and adaptively. Second, the SDM can be con-
nected to external devices or even other SDMs to better adapt
to the surroundings or increase the operative range. Last but
not least, the SDMs concept reduces the knowledge required
to design a metamaterial for a given purpose.
As mentioned earlier, a network of controllers lies at the
heart of an SDM. Both the controllers and their interconnec-
tions would ideally be simple, ultra-efficient, yet powerful
enough to enable real-time adaptivity and support multiple
ways of interacting locally, globally, and with external entities.
However, this combination of constraints and requirements
poses important challenges, thus requiring a careful definition
of the computation and communication mechanisms that will
drive the operation of SDMs.
This position paper aims to provide a context analysis of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a Software-Defined Metamaterial (SDM).
External devices drive a network of controllers, whose local decisions deter-
mine the global behavior of the metamaterial.
SDM paradigm from the computing and communication per-
spectives. We build on the observation that existing approaches
may be amenable to this new application if adapted properly.
As the main contribution, this work does not aim to deliver a
working solution, but rather:
• To provide a broad analysis of the application context,
detailing its particularities regarding the physical im-
plementation, workload characteristics and performance
requirements.
• To present an overview of existing computing and net-
working approaches that could be amenable to SDMs.
• To enumerate the outstanding challenges of this new
research area, paving the way for future investigations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides background on the reconfigurable metama-
terial paradigm and analyzes its main particularities. Then,
Section III debates the applicability of current computing
techniques to the SDM scenario. Sections IV and V extend
the discussion to the networking domain in general and
the Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm in particular. Finally,
Section VI lays out the main computation and communication
challenges of SDMs and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SOFTWARE-DEFINED METASURFACES
For simplicity, let us focus on a particular 2D metasurface
case shown in Figure 1. In this case, the dimensions of the
rectangular Split Ring Resonators (SRRs) define the refraction
angle of an impinging EM wave. Each controller is associated
to a switch (or a set of switches) that can be set on conductive
or resistive state, therefore shaping the SRRs used as building
blocks. Changes of state in each switch can be prescribed
via the metasurface interface either because the user desires
to change the refraction angle or because external sensing
devices detect changes in the EM source. The scale of the
controllers and the switches defines the granularity of the
formable patterns, eventually determining the number of possi-
ble configurations and the frequency at which the metasurface
Fig. 2. Sketch of the logical structure of an SDM. It may includes actuators
(A), sensors (S), controllers (C) and routers (R).
can operate. We refer to the interested reader to [9] for more
details.
General structure of an SDM. The particular example of
Figure 1 represents one of the different potential approaches
that can be used to attain reconfigurability in an SDM. Other
schemes may involve the use of tunable resistors or capacitors,
the value of which determines the behavior of the SDM and
is dictated by the controller. With the use of graphene, which
is inherently tunable, an SDMs can be created by allowing
controllers to change the electrostatic bias applied to the
different areas of the graphene sheet. Regardless of its physical
characteristics, a generic instance of an SDM would have the
logical structure shown in Figure 2:
• Metamaterial Plane: which delivers the desired EM be-
havior through a reconfigurable pattern. The metamaterial
plane can be implemented, for instance, with CMOS
switches as illustrated in Figure 1 or materials such as
graphene, which can be tuned by simply changing an
electrostatic bias [8].
• Sensing and Actuation Plane: which modifies the
behavior of the metamaterial plane. Successive SDMs
generations may integrate sensors within the metasurface,
so that state changes can be determined internally without
the need to reach an external controller, thereby providing
a truly autonomous and adaptive operation.
• Shielding Plane: which attempts to decouple the EM
behavior of the top and bottom planes, aiming to avoid
mutual interferences. A simple metallic layer could be
used to this end, as metals mainly reflect EM waves.
• Computing Plane: which executes external commands
from the interface and internal commands from the rest of
controllers or sensors to effectively change the EM profile
of the metamaterial plane. Note that one controller can
drive the operation of one or several actuators. Possible
design approaches are discussed in Section III.
• Communications Plane: which coordinates the actions
of the computing plane and keeps in touch with external
entities via the SDM interface. It may be wired or
wireless. Possible design approaches are discussed in
Sections IV and V.
At this point, it is important to stress that the programma-
bility of SDMs refers to their EM properties only. This
differentiates SDMs from the Claytronics project, which aims
to program changes in the physical shape of matter [10]. In
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Fig. 3. Current perspectives and expected evolution of the SDM research
activities.
any case, we will later see that advances in that application
context can be meaningful to the SDM paradigm as they share
some basic traits.
Current Perspectives and Vision. The potential of the SDM
concept is vast given the plethora of potential applications
in the microwave range and above. However, their feasibility
is currently limited to the development of proof-of-concept
devices maintaining a simple architecture and performance.
As shown in the left part of Figure 3, those initial SDMs
would be limited reactive systems in the microwave range
with external sensing and power supply. In the longer term,
the SDM vision could incorporate new components such as
embedded nanosensors, a full integrated network, or an energy
harvesting system, and exploit smaller and faster controllers
to create devices capable of reacting microwave or terahertz
signals in a truly autonomous manner, without having to rely
on the constant intervention of an external controller.
Context Analysis. In the following, the main characteristics of
the SDM application are analyzed considering both the current
state of things and the full potential of the SDM vision. The
main insights are summarized in Table I.
A. Physical Landscape
Computing and communications occur within a constrained
environment. The lateral dimensions of the metamaterial build-
ing blocks are generally λ/4 or less, where λ is the wavelength
of the EM waves impinging on the metamaterial. This, for the
example of Fig. 1, means that a reasonable target of f = 6
GHz would require the deployment of an SRR every ∼1 cm.
Assuming that each SRR is composed by dozens of switches,
controllers would be placed every ∼1 mm approximately. Note
that such density requirements can be relaxed if concentration
is applied, i.e., each controller is shared by a few switches.
It is also worth noting that the controllers will operate at a
frequency generally much lower than that of the manipulated
EM waves.
The granularity of actuation scales inversely to frequency,
therefore generating a considerably dense and highly inte-
grated network of as-small-as-possible controllers. Due to this
density and to minimize heat and potential interferences, both
the controllers and the network should have a strict power
budget also related to the frequency of the impinging EM
waves. Link energy figures in NoC, currently in the pJ/bit
range and below, can serve as a first reference. In future
systems where the SDM is meant to be autonomous and
powered by the same EM source than that the controlled by
the metamaterial, the energy budget should comply with the
limitations of the energy harvester.
The computing and communications devices will be laid out
in a planar environment, probably in a chip-like configuration,
if we consider the metasurface case; whereas this should not
be necessarily the case in the broader sense of the SDM
paradigm. In both cases, however, the topology of actuators
reconfiguring the pattern will be static, controlled, and known
beforehand (most likely fairly periodic). As we will see, this
offers important optimization opportunities.
B. Workload Characteristics
Although the SDM paradigm opens the door to a large
wealth of possibilities at the metamaterial plane, the computing
and communication planes only need to perform three distinct
actions, summarized in Figure 4:
1) Receive and execute external directives. This basically
implies the dissemination of data from the interface to
all the controllers and the execution of (preferably state-
independent) instructions for the initial configuration of
the metasurface and the subsequent function updates.
After receiving feedback from external sensors or the
metasurface itself, the interface may also need to convey
messages containing parameter adjustments required to
maintain the desired behavior.
2) Process and send internal information to the interface. For
debugging or SDM interconnectivity purposes, controllers
may need to individually or collectively communicate
with the interface, therefore generating a reduction op-
eration with temporally correlated many-to-one traffic. In
the former case, the metasurface will send periodic state
reports or sporadic failure notifications. In the latter case,
the interface will receive control signals from the different
metasurfaces in order to coordinate their joint operation.
3) Coordinate their execution strictly within the SDM. To
maintain the correct behavior of the SDM, integrated
sensors may need to communicate with the controllers
and drive their execution. These events generate point-
to-point or multicast communication with potentially high
spatial correlation. Controllers may also need to locally
notify errors and perform flow control within the network.
On top of these considerations, it is important to note that
the communication and computation intensity will end up
depending on the desired spatial and temporal granularity, as
well as on the variability of the EM waves impinging on the
SDM. In any case, given the nature of the application and of
the energy constraints of the controllers, the load should be
moderate.
Another interesting point is that the SDM will be a mono-
lithic system, meaning that designers will have control over the
entire architecture, from the physical implementation up to the
compilers. This may have little impact on the computing side
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TABLE I
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING IN THE SDM SCENARIO
Perspective Traits Analogous Techniques
Physical Landscape Planar, dense, constrained, static, controlled (spa-tially periodic)
Embedded manycores, GPGPUs, NoCs, WNoCs,
Nanonetworks, Energy harvesting
Workload Characteristics Light, highly correlated (dissemination, reductions,sensing), monolithic nature
Multicore processors, NoCs, WNoCs, Sensor net-
works
Application Requirements Depends on granularity, from latency-insensitive toreal-time, tolerant to errors
Mission-critical systems, Nanonetworking, Approxi-
mate computing
since multiprocessors are generally monolithic as well. How-
ever, it represents a big departure from traditional networks
where the nodes, protocols, and applications are developed by
different teams. This implies that protocols can be streamlined
by entering into the design loop of the whole architecture as
in NoCs.
C. Application Requirements
The requirements set by the application mostly depend
on the desired spatiotemporal granularity. In the first SDM
generations, where the main objective is to attain reconfig-
urability via software, latency requirements are expected to
be relaxed, probably between a few milliseconds and a few
seconds. In a longer term, where SDM applications may
demand fast adaptivity, stronger timing requirements on the
order of microseconds may be imposed to the controllers and
the network. Designs will favor simplicity against performance
in the former case, while real-time constraints will suggest the
use of mission-critical solutions in the latter case.
An interesting feature stemming from the fundamentals of
the SDM application concerns the reliability requirements.
Depending on the particular design of the metamaterial pattern,
the task of the controller may be, for instance, the choice of a
discrete set of voltage levels. The failure of a few controllers or
the choice of an incorrect voltage level may not be noticed at
the macroscopic level, still obtaining the desired EM behavior.
This situation can be quantified and used to improve the
efficiency of the controllers and the network.
III. APPLICABILITY OF CURRENT COMPUTING TRENDS
The analysis of the SDM context has clarified that the
computing plane will be massive, composed by a potentially
huge amount of tiny controllers deployed within a single
monolithic system. As a result, simplicity will most likely
drive the development of controllers and lead to custom
solutions. Each controller will have to handle commands from
external entities or from internal controllers or switches, to
compute the new state of its associated switches or actuators.
This operation is required to obtain the desired feature (e.g. a
given pattern, impedance, bias) in the pathway to obtain the
target macroscopic EM behavior.
In the following, we revisit how the SDM community can
benefit from existing knowledge in the area of computing. The
main conclusions are summarized in the left part of Figure 5.
A. Massive Manycores
Taking into consideration their density and a priori mono-
lithic nature, the network of controllers within SDMs can
be seen, at large, as a massive manycore processor. Such
processors already exist in the research domain, reaching the
thousand-core count within a single chip not only in theoretical
discussions [11], but also built and demonstrated with CMOS
technology [12]. Strictly speaking, however, an SDM does
not include a general multiprocessor, but rather an embedded
manycore as it can be described as a computing system with
a dedicated function within a larger mechanical or electrical
system, often with real-time constraints. Development of SDM
controllers can therefore inherit experience of past custom
architectures or software with real-time constraints for em-
bedded multicores, especially considering that they are already
used in other software-defined paradigms [13].
In their work, Liaskos et al. discuss the suitability of
massively parallel computing architectures mostly due to their
node density and the fact that all controllers perform a
small set of identical functions [9]. General-Purpose Graphic
Processing Units (GPGPUs) such as CUDA-enabled video
cards are mentioned as they can handle thousands of threads,
conveniently organized in sets and executing simple operations
[14]. The possible use of GPGPUs-like computing organiza-
tions, at least for proof-of-concept explorations, may be backed
up by the vast amount of applied research and knowledge
gained through the widespread adoption of these devices in
the scientific domain.
B. Towards Infinitesimal Computing
The top-down view of an SDM implicitly assumes that
a large task is divided into multiple and possibly identical
subtasks to reach a common goal. This matches well with the
process of reconfiguring the SDM via the software interface.
More prospectively, if we envision allowing SDM to internally
sense and adapt to different EM conditions, a bottom-up
perspective might be more appropriate.
In strict terms, the controllers and the associated integrated
sensors (if any) form a sensor and actuator network [15]. One
controller is not significant by itself as it can only impact on
one or a few building blocks of the metamaterial, and therefore
needs to be connected to other controllers to obtain a desired
macroscopic behavior.
Regarding node density and size limitations of controllers,
SDMs are conceptually close to paradigms such as smart
dust [16], Claytronics [10], or Wireless NanoSensor Net-
work (WNSN) [17]. The potentially infinitesimal motes or
IEEE ACCESS 5
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nanorobots forming these networks account for tiny computing
capabilities and may need energy harvesting modules to oper-
ate. Thus, existing knowledge on how to develop and program
these systems, e.g. using an event-centric approach, may be
highly relevant to the SDM community [18].
Finally, it is worth noting that the periodic layout and
simplicity requirements of SDMs allows us to draw a very
strong analogy to the cellular automata approach [19]. Cellular
automata can achieve very complex emergent behaviors by
simply using a few simple rules and communication with
the immediate neighbours, therefore becoming an interesting
candidate for the implementation of controllers.
C. Approximate Computing
Approximate and probabilistic computing have been re-
cently proposed to increase energy-efficiency in fields where
inexact results are tolerable [20]. As discussed in II-C, SDMs
may fall into this category depending on the actual imple-
mentation of the metasurface pattern. This opens the door
to a reduction of the voltage applied to the controller or the
use of circuits providing approximate results in exchange for
lower power. As long as the error probability remains bounded
along the execution of the controller routines, this approach
can reduce power consumption without noticeably degrading
the performance of the SDM.
The metamaterial community can leverage existing knowl-
edge in these areas, which have been applied across the
computing stack: building approximate circuits, bounding the
error probability throughout execution, debugging approximate
devices, or combining the approach with energy harvesting, to
name a few examples [21]–[24].
IV. APPLICABILITY OF ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION
TECHNIQUES
The system-level resemblance between multiprocessors and
reconfigurable metamaterials suggest that on-chip communi-
cation techniques may be a valid approach for SDM. As such,
we next review a set of NoC methods that could be applicable
here. We make a distinction between wireline and wireless
designs as it remains unclear which option is preferable a
priori: the wireless option avoids the use of conductive wiring
which may interfere with the metamaterial plane, but comes
at the expense of a higher complexity, i.e. the design and
integration of tiny antennas and transceivers.
A. Network-on-Chip
The NoC paradigm essentially refers to packet-switched
networks of integrated routers and links. In broad terms,
research in this field has been mostly directed to scale designs
while obtaining high performance and reasonable efficiency.
For high performance, objectives have been to minimize and
bound latency in Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) [25], [26],
as well as to make better use of bandwidth in GPGPUs
[27]. The main issue is that these proposals generally require
fairly complex routers and wide links to implement their
improvements and meet manycore requirements. Thus, they
are not directly portable to the SDM scenario.
SDMs are much less sensitive to latency than CMPs,
which automatically turns proposals seeking simplicity and
low power into much better NoC-based candidates for our
target scenario. Next, we review several of these techniques.
Clockless NoC. By default, most NoC designs are clock-
based. This requires the distribution of a clock signal through-
out the chip, which takes precious area and power. To avoid
it, one can adopt the Globally Asynchronous Locally Syn-
chronous (GALS) approach consisting in the use of clock-
less links to communicate the cores [28]. In a synchronous
controller design, an interface is required to connect with the
clockless network; whereas in an event-based approach, no
further adaptation will be required.
Topology and router microarchitecture. As in CMPs, a
bidimensional mesh seems a natural fit for SDMs due to
its ease of layout and performance. Yet still, even simpler
topologies such as a ring [29] are an intelligent choice since
they allow the use of minimalistic router microarchitectures.
In particular, the proposal by Kim et al. eliminates the need
for both costly buffers to avoid losses and virtual channels
to guarantee deadlock-freedom [30]. Another interesting point
to consider here is whether clustering, i.e. serving groups of
controllers via the same router, can help reduce footprint.
Approximate communication. The main idea behind approx-
imate computing has been also applied to NoCs. Li et al.
proposed to use a lightweight lossy network to carry messages
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Fig. 5. The SDM scenario seen from the perspective of possible computation
and communications solutions.
in program sections tolerant to errors [31]. Another approach
would be to drop the supply voltage close to near-threshold
levels, even if that results into occasional bit flips.
B. Wireless Network-on-Chip
The Wireless Network-on-Chip (WNoC) paradigm consists
in the integration of antennas and transceiver circuits close
to the computing cores, introducing higher flexibility at the
network level [32], [33]. Driven by the latency sensitivity
and moderate throughput of CMPs, WNoCs are designed
seeking high data rates and reasonable area. To this end, most
proposals employ simple modulations such as On-Off Keying
(OOK) and frequencies in the millimeter-Wave (mmWave)
range to obtain high bandwidth.
Again, the stringent constraints of SDM suggest to sacrifice
performance to reduce footprint. Since communication in
SDMs is expected to be occasional and much less latency-
sensitive than in NoCs, one can reduce the available band-
width. This relaxes the requirements cast upon the antenna
and transceiver and therefore enables the use of more compact
circuits. Another technique that could be leveraged to reduce
the footprint would be that of approximate computing: the
main idea would be to reduce the gain of the power amplifier
to save power even if that increases the bit error rate, as long
as this error probability remains bounded within a safe margin.
The use of electrically small antennas is another example of
this footprint–performance tradeoff.
Although works assuming a large density of antennas within
the same chip have been published [34], [35], WNoCs gen-
erally complement a wireline NoC and do not need many
antennas to achieve meaningful results. The case for SDM,
however, is fundamentally different as the objective is to min-
imize wiring. This will probably require pushing the frequency
used for communication up and beyond the mmWave bands
for two reasons: (1) to avoid coupling and interferences with
the metamaterial plane, and (2) to achieve the target network
density and efficiency, as both area and power scale inversely
to frequency in on-chip environments (see Fig. 6).
The use of graphene-based antennas in the terahertz band
can be a valid option for this particular purpose due to their
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Fig. 6. Area and energy scalability of chip-scale wireless transceivers (data
and fitting from [41]).
outstanding properties [36]. The use of graphene as resonant
sheets has been widely investigated, showing that patch or
dipole antennas a few micrometers long and wide resonate
in the terahertz band (0.1–10 THz), this is, between one and
two orders of magnitude lower than their metallic counterparts
[37]–[40]. Additionally, the unique tunability properties given
by the relation between voltage bias and resonant frequency
open the door to a set of new opportunistic communication
protocols.
V. APPLICABILITY OF NANONETWORKING TECHNIQUES
As discussed in Section III-B, the SDM shows representa-
tive similarities with sensor and actuator networks. This sug-
gests that ad hoc communication and networking mechanisms
generally employed in such networks may be a candidate
for the implementation of SDMs. In fact, the expected node
density and huge physical constraints of intra-SDM networks
lead to considering extreme ad hoc solutions, which mostly
lie in the nanonetworking domain [42].
Striving to maintain complexity at a minimum, most
nanonetworking research finds consensus on the use of sim-
plistic modulations such as the Time-Spread On-Off Keying
(TS-OOK) [43]. In TS-OOK, a logical 0 (1) is represented by
means of a silence (short pulse), respectively, with a relatively
long time between transmissions. This simplifies the receiver
and reduces the probability of collisions. More over, this
approach can be opportunistically combined with low weight
coding [44] and rate division multiple access [45] to maximize
its efficiency.
Energy harvesting is another pillar of nanonetworking as
it may enable the concept of perpetual networks. Its impact
on the design of the protocol stack of nanonetworks has
been under intense research over the last years, covering
aspects such as the energy consumption policy [46] or the
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol [47] and assess-
ing the potential network performance of perpetual networks
[48]. The metamaterial community could benefit from these
contributions since an important milestone is to make SDMs
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reconfigurable without compromising their autonomy. In par-
ticular, the work by Cid-Fuentes et al. [49], which explores
the design of energy harvesting systems in scenarios with high
spatiotemporal traffic correlation, would be directly applicable
to SDMs given the high expected correlation of traffic and
potential harvesting sources in SDMs.
On top of all this, Liaskos et al. provided a view of the
main networking challenges of SDM and preliminary potential
solutions from the nanonetworking point of view [9]. The
authors first discuss the problem of addressing in such dense
networks and how it can be simplified taking into consideration
the periodic, controlled, and monolithic nature of the system.
As in NoCs, nodes can be unambiguously and statically
identified with an internal id, leading to a major simplification
of routing protocols [50] and a simplification or even complete
elimination of addressing in particular case scenarios [51].
Finally, the authors propose the use of role-centric networking
techniques, this is, defining custom roles in substitution of the
conventional layered approach [52]. Preliminary evaluations
were made for the data dissemination case (from interface to
controllers), achieving a similar performance and an energy
efficiency three times higher than with a generic protocol
stack.
VI. OPEN ISSUES AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES
The SDM design and optimization process poses new
challenges for the various planes that comprise it. Envisioned
milestones are detailed in the next subsections.
A. Wireless channel characterization
The communications plane constitutes the heart of the SDM.
The network of controllers is responsible for receiving external
commands and finally altering the SDM structure to meet a
given objective. To this end, the efficiency of this network
is critical: highly lossy communications may translate to re-
dundant retransmissions of programmatic commands, resulting
into higher SDM setup times and reduced adaptivity potential.
Thus, understanding and modeling the controllers’ communi-
cation channel is critical for optimizing their communication
accordingly.
The SDM communications plane exhibits some unique
attributes that affect the channel modeling. Specifically, the
placement of the controllers is expected to exhibit a periodic
layout, which is known to yield a well-defined chirality in
the communication channel [53]. Additionally, the efficiency
of the shielding plane is not a given, and may be subject to
metamaterial plane restrictions. For instance, the presence of
a highly conductive shielding layer underneath the metama-
terial plane may result into a strong and unwanted reflection
coefficient. Thus, a non-perfect shielding plane must be taken
into account when studying the channel model, factoring for
the interference from the metamaterial plane. This cross-
talk can yield a highly non-linear channel, given that the
programmatic commands exchanged by the controllers alter
the metamaterial plane, in turn affecting the interference to
the wireless channel. Note that most of these impairments
are present in the physically similar WNoC environment,
for which comprehensive propagation models have not been
developed yet [54], [55].
B. Abstracting the physics
SDMs are intended to be usable by non-physicists, which
constitutes an attractive and challenging trait. In essence, an
SDM user should be able to define the required, high-level
SDM functionality without having to specify the low-level
actions required to obtain it. Moreover, a user should be able
to combine and multiplex SDM functionalities, creating novel
SDM applications. To these ends, the following SDM software
components need to be implemented:
• An SDM compiler, responsible for translating basic SDM
functionalities to the corresponding patterns that should
be formed over its surface. These basic functionalities
are those offered by metasurfaces in general, i.e., EM
absorption, steering, polarization, non-linear response [5].
The compiler essentially defines the low-level actions
required to form these patterns, such as the state of
switches in Fig. 1.
• An SDM standard software library, offering the tools
for monitoring, debugging, multiplexing and abstract-
ing the basic SDM functionalities towards higher-level
objectives. For instance, an energy-harvesting high-level
objective may be broken down to different EM absorption
commands per SDM area unit. Monitoring software tools
are required for establishing two-way communication
with the SDM, enabling for adaptive behavior and inter-
connectivity within smart control loops. Finally, debug-
ging tools are necessary for pinpointing both physical
flaws (such as SDM malfunction) and programming logic
errors.
From another point of view, these components constitute
a software form of the physical laws governing the SDM
behavior. Three complimentary approaches are envisioned for
accomplishing this transformation:
• SDMs can be treated as white-boxes, using existing
analytical models of high-level objectives from the meta-
material world [3]. However, very few such models exist
and their generality is limited.
• SDMs can be treated as black-boxes, and learning algo-
rithms can be employed for correlating a high-level ob-
jective to a low-level SDM internal state. Such algorithms
examine multiple random SDM configurations, converg-
ing to an understanding of their behavior. Nonetheless,
this process can be computationally expensive and of
limited efficiency.
• SDMs can be treated as gray-boxes, empowering the
learning algorithms with analytical insights to improve
their efficiency.
Heuristics optimizers, such as genetic algorithms, may be
used for yielding the optimal control plane state that best fits
a sought EM behavior [56].
C. Multi-physics simulation
Optimizing the design of an SDM via simulations pertains to
its metamaterial and controller communication aspects. From
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the physics point of view, simulations are required for defining
and optimizing the materials, dimensions, geometry and oper-
ating spectrum of the SDM, and deducing the supported range
of end-functionalities. From the communications point of view,
the operational frequency and transmission power of nodes,
their topology, allowed dimensions and materials need to be
optimized, balancing minimal cross-talk with the metamaterial
plane, communication robustness and overall practicality. Ad-
ditionally, joint physical/networking simulations are required
for developing the SDM software components outlined in
Section VI-B.
Due to the aforementioned reasons, simulating SDMs is a
necessary step in their design. However, it also constitutes
a challenge on its own due to the dissimilarity of the two
involved disciplines.
The aspect of physics simulations commonly employs di-
verse computational and analytical methods (effective medium
theories, FDTD, FEM, transfer matrix methods, heuristic al-
gorithms, etc.) to study the EM properties of the metamaterial
plane. These techniques are known for their vast requirements
in computational resources. The aspect of networking com-
monly operates at more abstract layers using discrete event
simulators. Data packet-level propagation is considered suffi-
cient for many networking systems, while statistical channel
models simplify the simulation of the physical propagation
medium.
Joining these two different aspects into one uniform sim-
ulator is an open challenge. Two possible resolutions are
envisioned:
• Both aspects can be joined by a simulation at the physical
layer. The periodicity in the SDM geometry can be ex-
ploited for reducing the required computational resources
to a tractable level. Specifically, node-pairs in identical or
similar surroundings can be simulated once and then be
cached and re-used for the duration of the simulation.
• The two aspects are kept separate, with the more ab-
stract networking events driving the low-level physical
layer simulation. The network communication channel is
treated statistically, as described in Section VI-A.
In both cases, it is noted that latest computational methods
taking advantage of multiple CPUs and GPUs have exhibited
several orders of magnitude shorter simulation times for the
physics aspect of this challenge [57].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
SDMs are expected to overcome the main limitations of
conventional metamaterials in terms of reusability, adaptivity,
and accessibility to the engineering community. The materi-
alization of this vision requires embedding a network of tiny
controllers within the metamaterial structure, which represents
an important challenge due to the particularities of the applica-
tion context. On the one hand, we have identified the planar,
integrated, and monolithic nature of SDM as characteristics
suggesting to treat this application as a scaled version of
a manycore embedded system with a NoC, either wired or
wireless. On the other hand, its constrained and ultra-dense
landscape, as well as the event-based and correlated nature
of the workload, brings SDMs closer to the nanosensor net-
work scenario. A graceful combination of both top-down and
bottom-up design approaches may lead to a unique, custom
solution meeting the demands of this new disruptive paradigm.
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